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But ever since he had passed the railway station Dud's ab-
stracted senses had just been aware of certain lively sounds,
gay strident gala strains and whirligig shrieks, combined with
a confused babble, animate as well as inanimate, proceeding
from a much-trodden open space, away there to his right,
flanked by whitewashed pens for live-stock, and by wooden
booths, and by counters for poultry, eggs, vegetables, and
fruit. But this smallest of all possible Circuses was not at
that early hour in full blast, and only a few stragglers and a
sprinkling of young people on their way to school seemed at
present aware of its existence. Several large stationary caravans,
too, and a row of agricultural machines, apparently on show,
made it difficult to observe from the road much that was going
on.
When No-man did at last take in what was behind those cara-
vans and agricultural implements his first characteristic feeling
was a confused sense of the queer continuity of things. Here
in front of him rose the grassy outlines—just as they had re-
mained for nearly two thousand years—of the Roman Circus,
where scattered legionaries from Gaul, from Spain, from Africa,
from Asia, and a few perhaps from Italy itself, after due liba-
tions to Mithras, to Venus Anadyomene, to Diana, to the great
goddess Isis, gathered to watch the butchery they loved, whereas
now the most exotic excitement that these school-boys and
school-girls hoped for, before their morning repetition of a
prayer to the new "Saviour/* was the sight of a Fat Woman or a
Legless Dwarf, or a lady in spangled tights turning somersaults
on a pony.
What had worked this change of heart in men "who eat bread
upon the earth" ? Just the shaking of the atomic dice by pur-
poseless chance?
Dud sighed, swallowed his saliva, broke some thin cat-ice,
that was already melting in the sun, with the end of his great
stick, and hurried along by the iron rails.
It certainly looked a harmless spot to-day, that turf-ram-
parted enclosure, and yet such was the imagination he had in-
herited from "the Woman from Wales" that if he had been a
Catholic he would have crossed himself as he shuffled past its
high grassy bank.
He crossed a bridge over the railway now, and here he was at
last at the gates of the cemetery! For a moment he was fearful

